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First published in 1976, You as well as your Aging Parent is a classic--the first book to reveal the
challenging relationship between adult kids and their aging parents, illuminating the emotional, health,
and economic difficulties that elderly parents and their kids face during the final years. The book also
includes a working commentary by Bob Morris--playwright, writer, and humorist--who provides insightful
and entertaining observations about his trials and tribulations along with his own parents because they
aged, serving as a contemporary tone of voice for the middle-aged caregiver of today. As the first of the
infant boom generation turns 60 and their progressively frail parents approach past due retirement and
last decline, this fresh and updated edition of You as well as your Aging Parent will solution their
dependence on authoritative, practical information regarding this major phase of existence. Marking the
30th anniversary of this highly popular reserve, the new and revised edition addresses the changes that
have taken place within the last three years, but it still embraces the authors' fundamental insight--that the
difficulties and challenges of growing older are as very much a family group affair as in virtually any other
stage of existence. Both a sensitive exploration of the dynamics of the aging family relationship (between
mother or father and child, and sibling and sibling) and an authoritative how-to instruction for seniors and
their own families navigating the practical problems of growing old in America, You as well as your
Aging Mother or father has been thoroughly updated to reflect the latest research findings and
adjustments affecting older adults, including in healthcare and social services.
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the better prepared you'll be for the inevitable I purchased the first version 35 years back, when my
parents were the aging ones. It's not easy to admit that you'll require help, but it's nice to learn that you
get some of the answers from a book that someone took enough time to write.It will be a good read even
if your parents are only within their 50s or 60s, to greatly help prepare you for what's coming. It isn't a
question of In the event that you will have these concerns in the future (whether for your parents or
yourself), however when, so the sooner you examine this (& Now I AM the "ageing parent", & A must for
just about any Adult Child with Aging Parents I purchased the book simply because a reference text
message, but became engrossed in the reserve. family issues involved with caring for elderly relatives,
usually (but not usually) parents. It is extremely comprehensive in describing the public, financial & I
WISH I acquired read it 35 years back, it would have produced both my entire life AND my parents
EASIER." Big mistake. Five Stars Great perspective in relationship issues. I bought multiple copies for our
kids, in hopes they'll learn from my encounter. Want to feel responsible, pick this up. I can't recommend it
more than enough to anyone who's an Adult Kid with Aging parents. most likely some others once you
find what a few of the major problems are), the better prepared you'll be for the unavoidable. Glad I
purchased it. Excellent Book, Great Provider from seller This book is a great read for those coping with
aging parents, regardless be it going well or not. Plenty of great insights into the aging process and the
mental and emotional issues involved as well, for all parties involved. God Bless My Grandmother Boy
did I want this book., that may provide help and support for your family as well as your parents. put off
reading it until "someday. But it just about a "must browse" for all those whose parents are in their 70s or
older. Want to feel youthful again? Browse the book if you need to, but after that go look for a cd or dvd
and blu-ray for yourself. Excellent resource Everyone should browse this book. Lots of suggestions about
what you are going to do to keep on top of matters as the folks become like you will right behind them.
Caution: By looking as of this publication on amazon, you'll end up with the most sobering home page
suggestions. If you want to feel young, venture out and take action you've been wanting to do for
yourself.Plenty of excellent guidance and information about organizations, etc. My Grandmother was
growing older and I didn't understand what to do which reserve gave me a whole lot of tips on how best
to help her get old her method, with a little help from me. I was lazy & I finally got around to reading it,
& It is much more substantive than other things I have seen on the market. They give an excellent lay of
the land and help the reader understand the basic issues. First rate essential infomation This book is a first
rate essential one to have if you have an aging parent or, indeed, is fast becoming one. I cannot think of
anything they missed or glossed over. And it is very well written to boot!
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